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1  Introduction 

1.1 Features 

• Total Harmonic Distortion measurement (THD) 

• Individual harmonics up to 13th: 
• short time average values for monitoring 
• statistics according to EN 50160 and IEC 61000-4-7 

• Measurement activation via: 
• MMI 
• preset time 
• serial communication line or a parameter 

• Measurement frequency: 
• once (single measurement, e.g. one day) 
• continuously 
• periodically (e.g. every Tuesday) 

• Measurement with: 
• conventional voltage transformers 
• voltage dividers 

1.2 Harmonic distortion 

In standards, power quality is defined through the characteristics of the supply 
voltage. Transients, short and long duration voltage variations, unbalance and 
waveform distortion are the key characteristics describing power quality. Ultimately, 
power quality is, however, a customer-driven issue. It could be said that any power 
problem concerning voltage or current that results in failure or misoperation of 
customer equipment is a power quality problem. 

Harmonic distortion in a power system is caused by nonlinear devices. Electronic 
power converter loads constitute the most important class of nonlinear loads in a 
power system. Switch-mode power supplies in a number of single-phase electronic 
equipment (personal computers, printers, copiers etc.) have a very high third-harmonic 
content in the current. Three-phase electronic power converters (dc/ac drives), on the 
other hand, do not generate third-harmonic currents. Still, they can be significant 
sources of harmonics. 

The harmonic voltage distortion in a power system depends on the current distortion 
produced by nonlinear loads and on the impedance characteristics visible to each load. 
The most sensitive equipment to voltage harmonics is usually data processing and 
communication equipment; at the same time these devices are considerable current 
harmonic sources. These devices are susceptible to misoperation caused by harmonic 
distortion. For example, in computers and medical instruments considerably low 
harmonic levels can result in malfunctions that can have serious consequences. In 
rotating machinery, a major effect of harmonic voltages and currents is an increased 
heating due to iron and copper losses at the harmonic frequencies. 
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Power quality monitoring is an essential service utilities can provide for their 
industrial and key customers. Not only can a monitoring system provide information 
about system disturbances and their possible causes, it can also detect problem 
conditions throughout the system before they cause customer complaints, equipment 
malfunctions, and even equipment damage or failure. Power quality problems are not 
limited to the utility side of the system. In fact, the majority of power quality problems 
are localized within customer facilities. Thus, power quality monitoring is not only an 
effective customer service strategy, but also a way to protect a utility's reputation for 
quality power and service. 

At present, power utilities obtain power quality information via measurements done 
with portable measuring devices. Enhanced energy meters can also produce some 
power quality information. The function block PQVO3H provides a convenient 
method for monitoring power quality by means of voltage waveform distortion: 
monitoring can be done together with feeder protection and control using products 
based on the RED 500 Platform. Function block PQVO3H produces statistical data 
about harmonic distortion that is immediately comparable to standard definitions 
about power of good quality. In addition, the function block provides short time 
average and maximum values for THD and individual harmonics. 

1.3 Application 

This document specifies the functions of the function block PQVO3H for voltage 
waveform distortion measurement used in products based on the RED 500 Platform. 

The function block PQVO3H is used for measuring the harmonics and monitoring the 
power quality in distribution networks. Power quality measurements carried out by the 
function block PQVO3H follow the European Standard EN 50160. Data collection 
and analysis is done according to EN 50160. Measuring principles for individual 
harmonics and THD are adapted from the International standard IEC 61000-4-7. The 
American standard IEEE Std 1159 is also partly supported. 

The function block measures quasi-stationary (slowly varying) harmonics up to 13th. 
Distortion measurement does not include rapidly changing harmonics, interharmonics 
or other spurious components. 

 

Table 1 .  Protection diagram symbols used in the relay terminal 

ABB IEC ANSI 

PQVO3H PQ 3Unf PQ 3Unf 

 

For IEC symbols used in single line diagrams, refer to the manual “Technical 
Descriptions of Functions, Introduction”, 1MRS750528-MUM. 
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Figure 1. Function block symbol of PQVO3H 

1.4 Input description 
Name Type Description 

UL1_U12 Analogue signal (SINT) Input for measuring phase-to-phase voltage U12 or 
phase-to earth voltage UL1 

UL2_U23 Analogue signal (SINT) Input for measuring phase-to-phase voltage U23 or 
phase-to-earth voltage UL2 

UL3_U31 Analogue signal (SINT) Input for measuring phase-to-phase voltage U31 or 
phase-to-earth voltage UL3 

U0 Analogue signal (SINT) Input for measuring residual voltage U0 

FREQ_REF Analogue signal (SINT) Input for frequency reference voltage 

DISABLE Digital signal (BOOL, active high) Input signal for disabling PQVO3H 

TRIGG Digital signal (BOOL, pos. edge) Input signal for triggering PQVO3H 

RESET Digital signal (BOOL, pos. edge) Input signal for resetting the registers of PQVO3H 

 

1.5 Output description 
Name Type Description 

HAR_HIGH Digital signal (BOOL, active high) Output signal for exceeding a setting limit for a 
harmonic 

CUM_HIGH Digital signal (BOOL, active high) Output signal for exceeding a setting limit for 
cumulative probability of a harmonic 

THD Analogue signal (REAL) Measured THD 
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2  Description of operation 

2.1 Configuration 

2.1.1 Analogue channels 

Distortion measurement can be applied to phase-to-earth or phase-to-phase voltages. If 
all phase-to-earth voltages are connected, it is possible to carry out the distortion 
measurement for phase-to-phase voltages, too. In this case, phase-to-phase voltages 
are calculated as follows: 

• U12 =  (UL1 - UL2) / 3  

• U23 =  (UL2 - UL3) / 3  

• U31 =  (UL3 - UL1) / 3  

Division by 3  is needed because the voltage definitions are proportioned to Un (e.g 
U1=100%Un or U12=100%Un). If 100%Un is defined for phase voltage or phase-to-
phase voltage, the voltage value is nominal (normal). 

Then again, if at least two of the phase-to-phase voltages and residual voltage are 
connected, it is possible to carry out the distortion measurement for phase-to-earth 
voltages. For example, if U0, U12 and U23 are connected, phase-to-earth voltages are 
calculated as follows: 

• UL1 = 3  (U0 + 2*U12 + U23) /3 

• UL2 = 3  (U0 - U12 + U23) /3 

• UL3 = 3  (U0 - U12 - 2*U23) /3 

Note: It is necessary that the voltages are connected to the inputs of the function block 
in the correct order, cf. “Input Description” above and “Configuration examples” 
below. 

In order to carry out the distortion measurement, it is necessary to connect a voltage 
(not U0) signal to the FREQ_REF input and set frequency measurement on for that 
channel. If the frequency measurement has already been set on for some analogue 
channel, it is recommended to connect that channel to the FREQ_REF input. Phase-to-
phase voltage is recommended to be used as it provides the most accurate frequency 
measurement. Also a virtual phase-to-phase voltage channel may be connected to the 
FREQ_REF input. 

At the rated network frequency of 50 Hz, the function block can only be configured to 
the task interval of 10 ms (at 60 Hz 8.33 ms). A configuration error is generated in 
case of any other task interval. 
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2.1.2 Digital inputs 

• DISABLE 

DISABLE input is used for disabling the statistics calculation. If DISABLE is 
active (=1), statistics are not calculated. However, the real time monitoring 
continues despite the DISABLE signal. 

• TRIGG 

TRIGG signal is used for measurement activation. A rising edge on TRIGG 
signal starts a new observation time. 

• RESET 

A rising edge on RESET signal clears all recorded data except the statistical 
data from the previous observation time. If there should be any changes to the 
settings after the measurement has been started, RESET should be activated. 

2.1.3 Configuration error 

If the analogue channel configuration is wrong or the frequency measurement is not 
selected, an error log notification is generated at configuration download.  
A notification will be generated also if the task interval is incorrect. 

2.1.4 Configuration examples 

Note: Check the detailed description of the measuring modes below in the 
corresponding section. 

1. 2. 

3. 4. 

Figure 2. (1.) U12, U23 and U0 connected; (2.) UL2 and UL3 connected; (3.) UL1 and 
UL3 connected; (4) All phase-to-phase voltages and residual voltage 
connected 
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Configurations in the figures above are all valid. In figure (1), phase-to-phase voltages 
U12 and U23 and residual voltage U0 are connected in correct order. U12 is also 
connected to the frequency reference input. This configuration allows all measuring 
modes to be used except L3-L1 (cf. “Measuring mode” below). In figure (2), phase-to-
earth voltages UL2 and UL3 are connected in correct order. UL2 is also connected to the 
frequency reference input. This configuration allows measuring modes “L2”, “L3” and 
“Worst phase”. In figure (3), phase-to-earth voltages UL1 and UL3 are connected in 
correct order. UL1 is used as frequency reference. This configuration allows measuring 
modes “L1”, “L3” and “Worst phase”. A basic configuration where all phase-to-phase 
voltages and residual voltage are connected is presented in figure (4). This 
configuration allows all measuring modes. 

The measuring devices and signal types for analogue channels are selected and 
configured in a special dialogue box of the Relay Configuration Tool. Digital inputs 
are configured in the same programming environment (the number of selectable 
analogue inputs, digital inputs and digital outputs depends on the hardware used). 

2.2 Measuring mode 

The following measuring modes are available: 

Measuring mode Usage 
Not in use Function block does not measure/record anything 

L1 Phase-to-earth voltage UL1 is measured 

L2 Phase-to-earth voltage UL2 is measured 

L3 Phase-to-earth voltage UL3 is measured 

Worst phase Worst phase-to-earth voltage is measured 

L1-L2 Phase-to-phase voltage U12 is measured 

L2-L3 Phase-to-phase voltage U23 is measured 

L3-L1 Phase-to-phase voltage U31 is measured 

Worst main Worst phase-to-phase voltage is measured 

When the measuring mode is set to “Worst phase”, the phase-to-earth voltage with the 
highest THD is measured. Because the worst case can vary during the observation 
time (first UL1, then UL2 and then again UL1), the statistics can originate from different 
phases. The monitored value “Measured input” indicates the actual phase all the time 
(phase-to-earth voltage with the highest THD).  

Operation with the measuring mode “Worst main” is the same as with “Worst phase”. 
Now the highest THD is tracked from the phase-to-phase voltages. 
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2.3 Operation criteria 

The following criteria must be fulfilled: 

1. Fundamental frequency: 

NN fff 1.1...9.01 =  

where f1 is the measured fundamental frequency and fN the network frequency. 

2. Deviation of the fundamental frequency: 

min,1max,111 ,5.0 ffdfHzdf −=≤  

where df1 is the difference between the measured maximum and minimum values of 
the fundamental frequency within one second. 

3. Amplitude of the fundamental wave:  

NUA %701 ≥  

Further, if the amplitude of the fundamental wave deviates rapidly, results will be 
blocked out (possible transient). 

If any of the criteria above is not fulfilled, PQVO3H will not show the values of the 
harmonic amplitudes. In addition, these values are not included in statistics. These 
operation criteria have been set in order to guarantee sufficient measurement accuracy. 
Also the European Standard EN 50160 gives the maximum values for the harmonic 
amplitudes in normal operation conditions. 

2.4 Observation times 

Time ranges involved in the statistical handling of harmonics measurements extend 
from less than 1 s to one week or more. For data compression the IEC 61000-4-7 
standard recommends the use of the following time intervals: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

very short interval (TVs) : 3 s 

short interval (TSh) : 10 min  

long interval (TL) : 1 h 

one day interval (TD) : 24 h 

one week interval (TWk) : 7 days 

PQVO3H monitors sliding average values from the time intervals of TVs (= 3 s) and 
TSh (= 10 min), see the next section “Real time monitoring”. Other intervals are used 
as observation times in PQVO3H. In addition to the standard’s recommendation, 
intervals of 12 h and 2-6 days are also provided. TVs and TSh values used for 
monitoring are used in statistical analysis according to the IEC standard (see section 
“Statistics”). Observation time can be selected via the parameter “Observation time”. 
Available observation times are: 1 hour, 12 hours, 1 day, 2 days, 3 days, 4 days, 5 
days, 6 days and 1 week. 
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2.5 Real time monitoring 

There are two sets of harmonic and THD values that can be monitored, namely TVs 
values (very short time, 3 s) and TSh values (short time, 10 min). Both TVs and TSh 
values are sliding average values. The observation time corresponding to the time 
interval TVs = 3 s consists of windows, within which the real time values are calculated 
(effective measuring time), and gaps between those windows. Effective measuring 
time windows are equally spaced within the observation time as the IEC 61000-4-7 
standard recommends, see Figure 3. 

Real time values

TVs = 3 s

time

M values

E
ff

M
ea

s

 

Figure 3. Effective measuring time windows during the observation time 
corresponding to TVs = 3s (M = number of samples) 

TVs value of individual harmonic n is calculated in RMS sense using the real time 
RMS values (Cn,k) of the nth harmonic: 

M
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In TVs sliding average calculation the length of the slide is the length of the effective 
measuring time. That is, when a new set of real time values is ready, the oldest set is 
rejected from the TVs window and the new set is included (figure 4). 

Real time values

TVs = 3 s

time
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Figure 4. Very short time values are calculated using sliding windows 

Short time values (TSh = 10 min) are calculated from very short time values in RMS 
sense. The length of the slide for short time average values is equal to TVs = 3s.  
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THD is calculated according to the definition (up to 13th): 

1

13

2

2

U

U
THD k

k∑
==  

where U1 is the RMS value of the fundamental component and Uk is the RMS value of 
the kth harmonic. 

The real time values can be read via the directories “3 sec. values” and “10 min. 
values”. 

2.6 Harmonic limit supervision 

The limits for harmonics and THD set by the user (refer to sections “Setting 
examples” and “Last exceeding”) are compared continuously to the TVs sliding 
average values. If the TVs value for any harmonic should exceed the corresponding 
limit, the HAR_HIGH output will be activated (TRUE). Furthermore, an event will be 
sent and an MMI indication given. HAR_HIGH will remain active until every 
harmonic has dropped under the set limit. An example is given in Figure 5. 

time:

13th:

3rd:

Limit for 13th

Limit for 3rd

HAR_HIGH:

TVs value for 13th

TVs value for 3rd

THD:

Max THD

Time stamp + harmonic set Actual recording L
im

itS
up

er
v

 

Figure 5. Exceeding of a harmonic limit. Other harmonics are under the set limits 
but the 3rd and 13th harmonics exceed their limits. The HAR_HIGH output 
remains active until both harmonics have dropped under their limits. 

During every exceeding of a limit the THD will be observed and the whole harmonic 
set (TVs values) will be stored (with a time stamp) at the instant the THD has its 
highest value. The actual recording (i.e. the recorded data is readable) is done and a 
reset event will be sent when HAR_HIGH is deactivated. 
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2.7 Statistics 

2.7.1 Background 

Statistical calculations carried out by PQVO3H fulfil the requirements for statistical 
analysis of harmonics declared in EN 50160. The recommendations for harmonics 
measurement over the time intervals TL (1 h), TD (1 d) and TWk (1 week) declared in 
IEC 61000-4-7 are also fulfilled. EN 50160 states the requirements for power quality 
(concerning harmonics) as follows: 

During each individual period of one week: 

-THD shall be less than or equal to the given limit 
-95% of the 10 minutes’ mean RMS values of each individual harmonics shall 
be less than or equal to the given limit 

In the following text ‘statistics recorder’ refers to the part of PQVO3H that carries out 
the statistical calculations. 

2.7.2 Measurement settings 

PQVO3H calculates the statistics only if it has been triggered. A triggering signal 
always starts a new observation time.  

There are several possibilities for triggering, i.e. activating, the statistics. The statistics 
can be triggered via a local MMI by activating the Settings parameter “Remote 
trigger”. The same parameter can be used for remote triggering, e.g. activating the 
statistics via MicroSCADA in Network Control Center. The function block can also 
be activated by an external digital input connected to the function block input TRIGG. 
Setting this digital input from FALSE to TRUE activates the statistics. Statistics can 
also be activated at some preset time and date. The user can set the time of the 
activation via the Settings parameters “Trigger year”, “Trigger month”, “Trigger day” 
and “Trigger hour”. Refer to section “Setting examples” for further information. 

Statistics are calculated over the elapsing observation time. This time period is set via 
the Settings parameter “Observation time”. There are several possibilities from one 
hour to one week.  

The user can also select a preferable way of continuous statistics recordings over a 
longer period of time (months, years). With the Settings parameter “Trigger mode” the 
user can select how the next observation time will be activated after the former one 
has finished. There are three possibilities: Single, Continuous and Periodic. Active 
state of statistics recorder, i.e. calculation and storage of data, in each mode is shown 
in Figure 6. In the trigger mode “Single”, data for one observation time is calculated 
and stored. If another observation time is wanted, the statistics recorder must be 
triggered again. In the trigger mode “Continuous”, the next observation time starts 
automatically right after the former observation time has finished. In the “Periodic” 
mode, there is a fixed time gap of one week between the beginning of the former 
observation time and the beginning of the next observation time. 
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Figure 6. Periods for statistics recorder with different trigger modes and 
observation times 

2.7.3 Input values 

The statistics recorder uses the TVs (3 s) and TSh (10 min) values in calculations 
depending on the length of the observation time. If the observation time is shorter than 
one day, statistics recorder uses the TVs values. If the observation time is one day or 
longer, the TSh values are used.  
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2.7.4 Calculated results 

2.7.4.1 Recording banks 

Calculated results are stored in two recording banks. One bank includes data from the 
previous observation time. The other bank includes data from the elapsing observation 
time. Data in the active bank is updated continuously as long as the active observation 
time is elapsing. When the active observation time ends, data is moved from the active 
bank to the other bank. 

Calculated data are stored in different directories. The directory “Period info” includes 
general information about the observation time (start and end times of the period, 
measuring mode); ”Maxim. values” includes measured maximum values for THD and 
individual harmonics, “Cumulat. prob.” (Cumulative probability) includes percentiles 
(can be selected by the user) for THD and individual harmonics, and “Selected harm.” 
(Selected harmonic) includes five fixed percentiles for one selectable harmonic (or 
THD). Data from the active observation time are in directories: 

• A:Period info 

• A:Maxim. values 

• A:Cumulat. prob. 

• A:Selected harm. 

and data from the previous observation time: 

• B:Period info 

• B:Maxim. values 

• B:Cumulat. prob. 

• B:Selected harm. 

The “Time to end” parameter in the “A: Period info” directory informs how long it is 
to the end of the observation time. This parameter is useful when checking that 
triggering has succeeded. If “Time to end” is 0 min, the statistics are not calculated. If 
“Time to end” is other than 0 min, it indicates that statistics are calculated just then. 

2.7.4.2 Maximum values 

Maximum values for THD and individual harmonics are real maximum TVs (3 s) or 
TSh (10 min) values during the observation time. These are picked from continuously 
updated sliding average values. This enables recording of the true worst values. There 
is no time dependency between recorded maximum values for THD and individual 
harmonics. Hence, maximum values can be from several different time instants. 
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2.7.4.3 Percentiles 

Percentiles are values in a given set of observations that divide the data into 100 equal 
parts. These values can be denoted by P1, P2,..., P99, where  

1 % of the data falls below (is less than or equal to) P1; 2 % of the data falls 
below P2; ... ; 99 % of the data falls below P99. 

Thus, with percentiles it is possible to sketch the cumulative probability distribution of 
the data. 

Percentiles are calculated to verify the following part of EN 50160: 

“95 % of the 10 minutes’ mean RMS values of each individual harmonics shall 
be less than or equal to given limit.” 

The purpose of percentiles is to find the harmonic amplitude so that during the 
observation time 95 % of all the measured harmonic amplitudes are less than or equal 
to the calculated percentile. As a default, 95th percentiles are calculated for each 
harmonic, but also other percentiles can be calculated (parameter “Cum. probability” 
in “Statistic limits” directory). The percentiles are found in the “Selected harm.” 
directories.  

Non-sliding and non-overlapping TVs (3 s) or TSh (10 min) average values are used in 
percentile calculation depending on the length of the observation time. For example, 
when the 10 min average values are used and the measurement is activated at 
12:00:000, the first average used in the percentile calculation is measured during the 
time interval 12:00:000 ... 12:10:000, the next one during the time interval 12:10:000 
... 12:20:000 and so on. 

All average values are divided into classifiers. The categorisation resolution, i.e. the 
width of the classifiers, is dependent on the Limit p (set with Limit parameters in the 
“Statistic limits” directory). Categorisation for each harmonic includes 16 classifiers 
between values 0 and 2p. Hence, the classifier width a is 

 
ifiersNumOfClass

pa ⋅
=

2
 

For example, if the limit for the second harmonic is 10 %Un, the classifier width a is 
1.25 %Un. If the average value “U2,ave” is 

aUa ave 2,2 ≤< , 

the average value is put into classifier 2. Calculation of percentiles is shown in  
Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Categorisation of measured values and calculation of a percentile 

In Figure 7, the 95th percentile is calculated by categorising the measured average 
values. Let us assume that during one observation time there are 100 measured 
average values divided into classifiers as shown in Figure 7. There are 95 values under 
and 5 values over the set limit p. This means that 95 % of all the measured average 
values, i.e. harmonic amplitudes, are less than or equal to p %Un. In this case, the part 
of the EN 50160 concerning the cumulative probability distribution is fulfilled.  

... ...

Value/%Un
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Figure 8. Categorisation of measured values and calculation of a percentile 

Figure 8 presents a situation where 6 values are in classifiers above the limit p. Hence, 
the 95th percentile is greater than the set limit p, which means that the 
recommendation of the European Standard EN 50160 would not be met. 
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2.7.4.4 Fixed percentiles for selected harmonic 

For one harmonic or THD (selected by “Selected harm.” parameter in the “Settings” 
directory) a more accurate cumulative distribution is gained by calculating five fixed 
percentiles (1st, 5th, 50th, 95th and 99th). Calculation is carried out in a similar way 
as for the one percentile with the exception that now 32 classifiers are used. 

With five percentiles, more detailed information can be obtained from the cumulative 
distribution of the selected harmonic, see Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. 1st, 5th, 50th, 95th and 99th percentiles for selected harmonic 

2.7.5 Output CUM_HIGH 

If the calculated percentile is greater than the preset limit (i.e. more than 5 % of all 
harmonic values are higher than the preset limit), an indication will be given: the 
output CUM_HIGH will be activated, an event sent and an MMI indication given. The 
indication declares which harmonic exceeded the limit. 

2.7.6 Indications and events 

During the elapsing observation time there will be indications about the ending of the 
observation time. The first warning event will be given 5 minutes before the end of the 
elapsing observation time; the second event at the end of the observation time. 

2.7.7 Exceptions 

Exceptional usage of the function block is taken into account. There are two major 
exceptions: changing the settings during an elapsing observation time and changing 
the system clock to a new time. The latter is valid e.g. with daylight saving time. 

Changes to the setting parameters during an elapsing observation time are taken into 
account when the elapsing observation time has ended. If the new settings must be 
activated at once, the function block has to be reset. This means that all data from the 
elapsing observation time in the statistics recorder will be cleared and the statistics 
recorder starts to wait for a new observation time (a new measurement activation). 
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Resetting can be done via the local MMI (parameter “Reset registers”) or by activating 
the digital input RESET.  

Changing the system clock back during an active observation time lengthens the active 
observation time by the amount of the time change. On the contrary, changing the 
system clock forward shortens the active observation time. With this functionality, the 
end date and time of the active observation time remain as set. 

2.8 Setting examples 

There are several parameters that can be set by the user. Setting parameters are 
explained in detail in the corresponding sections, for example the use of harmonic 
limits (percentiles) is explained in the section “Statistics”. In the following, two 
examples on the use of the setting parameters: 

Example 1. Voltage waveform survey; the recommendations of the European standard 
EN 50160 used as a reference. 

The standard gives values for each individual harmonic voltage so that during each 
period of one week, 95 % of the 10 minutes’ mean RMS values of each individual 
harmonic voltage shall be less than or equal to those values. Also the THD shall be 
less than or equal to 8 %. 

Let us say that phase-to-earth voltage UL1 is under this survey and we want to verify 
its quality according to EN 50160. The survey should start at 8:00 am on Monday the 
3rd of May, 1999 and last until further notice. Let us also assume that we want to 
know the cumulative distribution of the third harmonic values more precisely. The 
setting values would be: 

Settings:   

Measuring mode UL1 

Observation time 1 week 

Trigger mode Continuous 

Trigger year 1999 

Trigger month 5 m 

Trigger day 3 d 

Trigger hour 8 h 

Selected harm. 3rd harmonic 
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Statistic limits:  

Cum. probability 95 % 

Limit THD 8.0 % 

Limit 2nd harm. 2.0 % Un 

Limit 3rd harm. 5.0 % Un 

Limit 4th harm. 1.0 % Un 

Limit 5th harm. 6.0 % Un 

Limit 6th harm. 0.5 % Un 

Limit 7th harm. 5.0 % Un 

Limit 8th harm. 0.5 % Un 

Limit 9th harm. 1.5 % Un 

Limit 10th harm. 0.5 % Un 

Limit 11th harm. 3.5 % Un 

Limit 12th harm. 0.5 % Un 

Limit 13th harm. 3.0 % Un 

Note:  Check the sections “Statistics recorder” and “Real time monitoring” for the 
effects of the harmonic limits (% Un).  

Example 2. Voltage waveform survey; the recommendations of the European standard 
50160 used as a reference. 

Again the used reference values are those given by EN 50160 but now we want to 
survey the harmonics only on Mondays, starting at 0:00 am on Monday the 12th of 
April, 1999. Let us also assume that we want to check the overall worst case of phase-
to-earth voltages (statistics are collected using the values from the phase-to-earth 
voltage with the highest THD at each moment). The third harmonic is once again 
observed more closely than the others. 

Settings:  

Measuring mode Worst phase 

Observation time 1 day 

Trigger mode Periodic 

Trigger year 1999 

Trigger month 4 m 

Trigger day 12 d 

Trigger hour 0 h 

Selected harm. 3rd harmonic 
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Statistic limits:  

Cum. probability 95 % 

Limit THD 8.0 % 

Limit 2nd harm. 2.0 % Un 

Limit 3rd harm. 5.0 % Un 

Limit 4th harm. 1.0 % Un 

Limit 5th harm. 6.0 % Un 

Limit 6th harm. 0.5 % Un 

Limit 7th harm. 5.0 % Un 

Limit 8th harm. 0.5 % Un 

Limit 9th harm. 1.5 % Un 

Limit 10th harm. 0.5 % Un 

Limit 11th harm. 3.5 % Un 

Limit 12th harm. 0.5 % Un 

Limit 13th harm. 3.0 % Un 

Harmonic limits shall be chosen carefully. The lower the limit, the higher resolution is 
used in percentile calculation and vice versa: if the limit is high, the resolution 
becomes lower. However, if too low a limit is chosen, harmonic values may exceed 
the limit too easily. 

2.9 Step-by-step guide for settings 

The difference between real time monitoring and statistics should be noticed. Once 
triggered, the 3 sec and 10 min values are monitored continuously even if the statistics 
are not calculated (observation time has ended). The statistics, on the other hand, are 
calculated over the selected observation time (from 1 hour to 1 week). The “Time to 
end” parameter gives an indication of the elapsing observation time. If the “Time to 
end” parameter has a value other than 0 min, the statistics are calculated just then. 

Two fundamental rules for PQVO3H settings: 

1) Resetting 

If the statistics calculation is on and new settings are going to be made, PQVO3H 
must be reset (RESET input or “Reset registers” parameter). Resetting the registers 
stops the statistics calculations. If the statistics calculation has ended, reset is not 
necessary. Alternatively, in case of the continuous or the periodic triggering mode, 
new settings can be made without resetting the registers. Yet, the new settings become 
valid after the elapsing observation time has ended and a new one has begun. 

2) Triggering 

New settings are not valid until they have been activated by triggering. The triggering 
signal can be given via the “Remote trigger” parameter, the TRIGG input or the 
trigger date (Trigger year, Trigger month, Trigger day and Trigger hour). In the single 
mode, the settings are activated immediately after triggering. In the continuous and the 
periodic triggering mode, the settings are activated at the preset triggering date (year, 
month, day and hour); thus triggering via the “Remote trigger” parameter or the 
TRIGG input is not possible. 
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Next, four setting examples are given for activation of PQVO3H. In addition to the 
settings given here, statistical limits and a harmonic for closer percentile calculation 
can be set before activating the settings. 

Example 1. 

 

Situation: PQVO3H is in “Not in use” mode  

 (“Act. meas.mode” is 'Not in use') ! No monitoring 

 “Time to end” parameter is 0 min ! No statistics calculation 

   

Objective: One hour statistics for phase voltage UL1 

   

Operation: 1) Set the “Measuring mode” parameter to L1 

 2) Set the “Observation time” parameter to 1 hour 

 3) Set the “Tringger mode” parameter to Single 

 4) Activate the settings (“Remote trigger” parameter or TRIGG input) 

   

Check: PQVO3H should be in “L1” mode  

 (“Act. meas.mode”) ! Monitoring phase voltage UL1 

 “Time to end” parameter should be  
60 min 

! Statistics calculation 

 

Example 2. 

 

Situation: PQVO3H is in “L1” mode  

 (“Act. meas.mode” is 'L1') ! Monitoring phase voltage UL1 

 “Time to end” parameter is 0 min ! No statistics calculation 

   

Objective: One day continuous statistics for phase voltage UL3 

   

Operation: 1) Set the “Measuring mode” parameter to L3 

 2) Set the “Observation time” parameter to 1 day 

 3) Set the “Tringgering mode” parameter to Continuous 

 4) Set the date and time for correct activation instant (Trigger year, Trigger 
month, Trigger day and Trigger hour) 

 Because “Trigger mode” is Continuous, statistic calculation is not started until 
the set time instant has passed. 

   

Check: PQVO3H should be in “L3” mode  

 (“Act. meas.mode”) ! Monitoring phase voltage UL3 

 “Time to end” parameter should be 
1440 min 

! Statistics calculation 
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Example 3. 

 

Situation: PQVO3H is in “L1” mode  

 (“Act. meas.mode” is 'L1')  ! Monitoring phase voltage UL1 

 “Time to end” parameter is other than  
0 min 

! Statistics calculation 

   

Objective: One day continuous statistics for phase voltage UL3 

   

Operation: Same settings as in example 2 but registers must be reset first. 

   

Check: PQVO3H should be in “L3” mode  

 (“Act. meas.mode”) ! Monitoring phase voltage UL3 

 “Time to end” parameter should be 
1440 min 

! Statistics calculation 

 

Example 4. 

 

Situation: PQVO3H is in “L1” mode  

 (“Act. meas.mode” is 'L1') ! Monitoring phase voltage UL1 

 “Time to end” parameter is other than  
0 min and “Trigger mode” is Continuous 

! Statistics calculation 

   

Objective: Continue the statistic calculations with the current settings, but change the 
monitored signal to UL3 for the next observation time. 

   

Operation: Set the “Measuring mode” parameter to 
L3 

 

   

Check: When elapsing observation time ends 
(“Time to end” is 0 min), the active 
measuring mode should change to L3 

! Monitoring phase voltage UL3 

 Right after reaching 0 min, the “Time to 
end” parameter should change to show 
the selected observation time in 
minutes 

! Statistics calculation 

 Data from the previous observation time 
should be in the recording bank B 
(using UL1) 

! Previous data stored in bank B 
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2.10 Measurement accuracy 

In normal operating conditions, the harmonic measurement accuracy (for harmonics 
from 1st to 10th) is in accordance with the standard IEC 61000-4-7 and the following 
criteria are assumed to be fulfilled: 

1. Fundamental frequency 

Nff =1  

2. Harmonic amplitudes in the frequency range above Fs/2 

NA%30≤  

where AN is the highest harmonic amplitude within the frequency range from 0 Hz to 
Fs/2, where Fs is the used sampling frequency (if fN = 50 Hz, Fs = 2000 Hz and if  
fN = 60 Hz, Fs = 2400 Hz).  

3. Amplitude of the fundament wave 

NN UUU 1.19.0 ≤≤  

Measurement accuracy for a single measured harmonic Um (m=1,…,10) 

NU%15.0± , if U Nm U%3<  and 

mU%5± , if U  Nm U%3≥

where UN is the nominal input voltage. 

For harmonics from 11th to 13th, the following accuracies apply 

,%3.0 NU±  if U Nm U%3<  and 

,%10 mU±  if U . Nm U%3≥
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2.11 Resetting 

The registers can be reset either via the RESET input, or over the serial bus or the 
local MMI. 

The operation indicators and recorded data can be reset as follows: 

 Operation 
indicators 

Recorded 
data 

RESET input of the function block 1), 4)  x 

Parameter F513V024 1), 4)  x 

General parameter F001V011 2) x  

General parameter F001V012 3) x  

General parameter F001V013 3), 5) x  

Push-button C 2) x  

Push-buttons C + E (2 s) 3) x  

Push-buttons C + E (5 s) 3), 5) x  

1) Resets the recorded data of the particular function block. 
2) Affects all function blocks. 
3) Resets also the latched trip signals of other function blocks. 
4) Resets only the data of the elapsing period. 
5) Resets the recorded data of the other function blocks. 
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3  Parameters and events 

3.1 General 

• Each function block has a specific channel number for serial communication 
parameters and events. The channel for PQVO3H is 513. 

• The data direction of the parameters defines the use of each parameter as follows: 
Data direction Description 

R, R/M Read only 

W Write only 

R/W Read and write 

 

• The different event mask parameters (see section “Control settings”) affect the 
visibility of events on the MMI or on serial communication (LON or SPA) as 
follows: 

Event mask 1 (FxxxV101/102) SPA / MMI (LON) 

Event mask 2 (FxxxV103/104) LON 

Event mask 3 (FxxxV105/106) LON 

Event mask 4 (FxxxV107/108) LON 

For example, if only the events E3, E4 and E5 are to be seen on the MMI of the relay 
terminal, the event mask value 56 (8 + 16 + 32) is written to the “Event mask 1” 
parameter (FxxxV101). 

In case a function block includes more than 32 events, there are two parameters 
instead of e.g. the “Event mask 1” parameter: the parameter “Event mask 1A” 
(FxxxV101) covers the events 0...31 and “Event mask 1B”(FxxxV102) the events 
32...63. 
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3.2 Control settings 

3.2.1 Statistic limits 
Parameter Code Values Unit Default Data 

direction 
Explanation 

Limit THD V1 0.1...30.0 % 8.0 R/W Limit for Total Harmonic 
Distortion 

Limit 2nd harm. V2 0.1...20.0 %Un 2.0 R/W Limit for 2nd harmonic 

Limit 3rd harm. V3 0.1...20.0 %Un 5.0 R/W Limit for 3rd harmonic 

Limit 4th harm. V4 0.1...20.0 %Un 1.0 R/W Limit for 4th harmonic 

Limit 5th harm. V5 0.1...20.0 %Un 6.0 R/W Limit for 5th harmonic 

Limit 6th harm. V6 0.1...20.0 %Un 0.5 R/W Limit for 6th harmonic 

Limit 7th harm. V7 0.1...20.0 %Un 5.0 R/W Limit for 7th harmonic 

Limit 8th harm. V8 0.1...20.0 %Un 0.5 R/W Limit for 8th harmonic 

Limit 9th harm. V9 0.1...20.0 %Un 1.5 R/W Limit for 9th harmonic 

Limit 10th harm. V10 0.1...20.0 %Un 0.5 R/W Limit for 10th harmonic 

Limit 11th harm. V11 0.1...20.0 %Un 3.5 R/W Limit for 11th harmonic 

Limit 12th harm. V12 0.1...20.0 %Un 0.5 R/W Limit for 12th harmonic 

Limit 13th harm. V13 0.1...20.0 %Un 3.0 R/W Limit for 13th harmonic 

Cum. probability V14 90.0...99.5 % 95.0 R/W Limit for cumulative 
probability 

Reset registers V24 1=Reset - 0 W Resetting of registers 

 

3.2.2 Settings 
Parameter Code Values Unit Default Data 

direction 
Explanation 

Measuring mode V15 0...8 1) - 0 R/W Measuring mode 

Observation 
time 

V16 0...9 2) - 9 R/W Selection of observation 
time 

Trigger mode V17 0...2 3) - 0 R/W Selection of trigger mode 

Trigger year V18 1980...2400 y 1980 R/W Triggering year 

Trigger month V19 1...12 m 1 R/W Triggering month 

Trigger day V20 1...31 d 1 R/W Triggering day 

Trigger hour V21 0...23 h 1 R/W Triggering hour 

Remote trigger V22 1=Trigger - 0 W Remote or local triggering 

Selected harm.  V23 0...13 4) - 2 R/W Selected harmonic for 
recordings 

Act. meas.mode V25 0...8 1) - 0 R Active measuring mode 

Event mask 1 V101 0...31 - 31 R/W Event mask 1 for event 
transmission 

Event mask 2 V103 0...31 - 31 R/W Event mask 2 for event 
transmission 

Event mask 3 V105 0...31 - 31 R/W Event mask 3 for event 
transmission 

Event mask 4 V107 0...31 - 31 R/W Event mask 4 for event 
transmission 

1) Measuring mode  0=Not in use; 1=L1; 2=L2; 3=L3; 4=Worst phase; 5=L1-L2; 6=L2-L3; 7=L3-L1;  
8=Worst main 
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2) Observation time 0=1 hour; 1=12 hours; 2=1 day; 3=2 days; 4=3 days; 5=4 days;  
6=5 days; 7=6 days; 8=1 week 

3) Triggering mode 0=Single; 1=Continuous; 2=Periodic 
4) Selected harmonic 0=THD; 1=2nd harmonic; 2=3rd harmonic; 3=4th harmonic;  

4=5th harmonic; 5=6th harmonic; 6=7th harmonic; 7=8th harmonic; 8=9th 
harmonic; 9=10th harmonic; 10=11th harmonic; 11=12th harmonic; 12=13th 
harmonic 

 

3.3 Measurement values 

3.3.1 Inputs/ Outputs 
Parameter Code Values Unit Default Data 

direction 
Explanation 

Measured input I1 0...6 1) - 1 R/M Harmonic values are monitored 
from this voltage input 

Input DISABLE I17 0 or 1 2) - 0 R/M Signal for freezing registering of 
average values and blocking 
outputs 

Out HAR_HIGH O1 0 or 1 3) - 0 R/M Status of output HAR_HIGH 

Out CUM_HIGH O2 0 or 1 3) - 0 R/M Status of output CUM_HIGH 

Out THD O3 0.0...120.0 % 0.0 R/M Calculated total harmonic 
distortion 

1) Input 0=None; 1=L1; 2=L2; 3=L3; 4=L1-L2; 5=L2-L3; 6=L3-L1 
2) Input 0=Not active; 1=Active 
3) Output 0=Not active; 1=Active 
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3.3.2 3 sec. values 
Parameter Code Values Unit Default Data 

direction 
Explanation 

THD I2 0.0...120.0 % 0.0 R/M 3 s average value of Total Harmonic 
Distortion in percentage 

Fund. 
component 

I3 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 3 s average value of 1st harmonic in 
percentage 

2nd harmonic I4 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 3 s average value of 2nd harmonic in 
percentage 

3rd harmonic I5 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 3 s average value of 3rd harmonic in 
percentage 

4th harmonic I6 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 3 s average value of 4th harmonic in 
percentage 

5th harmonic I7 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 3 s average value of 5th harmonic in 
percentage 

6th harmonic I8 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 3 s average value of 6th harmonic in 
percentage 

7th harmonic I9 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 3 s average value of 7th harmonic in 
percentage 

8th harmonic I10 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 3 s average value of 8th harmonic in 
percentage 

9th harmonic I11 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 3 s average value of 9th harmonic in 
percentage 

10th harmonic I12 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 3 s average value of 10th harmonic in 
percentage 

11th harmonic I13 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 3 s average value of 11th harmonic in 
percentage 

12th harmonic I14 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 3 s average value of 12th harmonic in 
percentage 

13th harmonic I15 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 3 s average value of 13th harmonic in 
percentage 
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3.3.3 10 min. values 
Parameter Code Values Unit Default Data 

direction 
Explanation 

THD I18 0.0...120.0 % 0.0 R/M Short time sliding average value of 
Total Harmonic Distortion in 
percentage 

2nd harmonic I19 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Short time sliding average value of 2nd 
harmonic in percentage 

3rd harmonic I20 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Short time sliding average value of 3rd 
harmonic in percentage 

4th harmonic I21 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Short time sliding average value of 4th 
harmonic in percentage 

5th harmonic I22 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Short time sliding average value of 5th 
harmonic in percentage 

6th harmonic I23 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Short time sliding average value of 6th 
harmonic in percentage 

7th harmonic I24 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Short time sliding average value of 7th 
harmonic in percentage 

8th harmonic I25 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Short time sliding average value of 8th 
harmonic in percentage 

9th harmonic I26 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Short time sliding average value of 9th 
harmonic in percentage 

10th harmonic I27 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Short time sliding average value of 10th 
harmonic in percentage 

11th harmonic I28 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Short time sliding average value of 11th 
harmonic in percentage 

12th harmonic I29 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Short time sliding average value of 12th 
harmonic in percentage 

13th harmonic I30 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Short time sliding average value of 13th 
harmonic in percentage 
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3.3.4 Recorded data 

3.3.4.1 General 

Recorded data includes two recording banks for statistics calculations and one bank 
for recording individual harmonics at the time of the latest exceeding of a harmonic 
limit. One statistics bank includes the data from the elapsing observation period and  
the other bank similar information from the previous observation period. 

Recorded data from the latest exceeding 
• Time stamp: indicates the start date and time for the last exceeding in THD or a 

harmonic 

• Very short time (3 s) values of THD and harmonics when the exceeding of the 
preset limit occurs 

Statistics recordings (x2, one set for the current observation period and one for the 
previous period): 

• Period info: Start and end time stamps which indicate the start/end date and time 
for the observation period 

• Maximum values of THD and harmonics: the highest average period (e.g. 10 min) 
harmonic value during the observation period is recorded 

• Xth percentiles for THD and harmonics 

• For one selected harmonic: the 1st, 5th, 50th, 95th and 99th percentiles 

3.3.4.2 A:Period info 
Parameter Code Values Unit Default Data 

direction 
Explanation 

Starting date V301 YYYY-MM-DD - - R/M Start date of active 
obs. period 

Starting time V302 hh:mm:ss.000 - - R/M Start time of active 
obs. period 

End date V303 YYYY-MM-DD - - R/M End date of active 
obs. period 

End time V304 hh:mm:ss.000 - - R/M End time of active obs. 
period 

Measuring mode V305 0...8 1) - 1 R/M Meas. mode of active 
obs. period 

Selected harm. V319 0...13 2) - 2 R/M Selected harmonic for 
percentage monitoring

Time to end I16 0...10080 min 0 R/M Time to the end of the 
Observation period 

1) Measuring mode 0=Not in use; 1=L1; 2=L2; 3=L3; 4=Worst phase; 5=L1-L2; 6=L2-L3; 7=L3-L1; 
8=Worst main 

2) Selected harmonic 0=THD; 1=2nd harmonic; 2=3rd harmonic; 3=4th harmonic; 4=5th harmonic; 
5=6th harmonic; 6=7th harmonic; 7=8th harmonic; 8=9th harmonic;  
9=10th harmonic; 10=11th harmonic; 11=12th harmonic; 12=13th harmonic 
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3.3.4.3 A:Maxim. values 
Parameter Code Values Unit Default Data 

direction 
Explanation 

Maximum THD V306 0.0...120.0 % 0.0 R/M Max THD at active 
obs. period 

Max 2nd harm. V307 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 2nd harmonic at 
active obs. period 

Max 3rd harm. V308 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 3rd harmonic at 
active obs. period 

Max 4th harm. V309 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 4th harmonic at 
active obs. period 

Max 5th harm. V310 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 5th harmonic at 
active obs. period 

Max 6th harm. V311 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 6th harmonic at 
active obs. period 

Max 7th harm. V312 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 7th harmonic at 
active obs. period 

Max 8th harm. V313 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 8th harmonic at 
active obs. period 

Max 9th harm. V314 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 9th harmonic at 
active obs. period 

Max 10th harm. V315 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 10th harmonic at 
active obs. period 

Max 11th harm. V316 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 11th harmonic at 
active obs. period 

Max 12th harm. V317 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 12th harmonic at 
active obs. period 

Max 13th harm. V318 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 13th harmonic at 
active obs. period 
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3.3.4.4 A:Cumulat. prob. 
Parameter Code Values Unit Default Data 

direction 
Explanation 

X% val for THD V325 0.0...120.0 % 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
for THD 

X% val for 2nd V326 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
for 2nd harmonic 

X% val for 3rd V327 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
for 3rd harmonic 

X% val for 4th V328 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
for 4th harmonic 

X% val for 5th V329 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
for 5th harmonic 

X% val for 6th V330 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
for 6th harmonic 

X% val for 7th V331 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
for 7th harmonic 

X% val for 8th V332 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
for 8th harmonic 

X% val for 9th V333 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
for 9th harmonic 

X% val for 10th V334 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
for 10th harmonic 

X% val for 11th V335 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
for 11th harmonic 

X% val for 12th V336 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
for 12th harmonic 

X% val for 13th V337 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
for 13th harmonic 

 

3.3.4.5 A:Selected harm. 
Parameter Code Values Unit Default Data 

direction 
Explanation 

1% value V320 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 1% percentile 

5% value V321 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 5% percentile 

50% value V322 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 50% percentile 

95% value V323 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 95% percentile 

99% value V324 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 99% percentile 
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3.3.4.6 B:Period info 
Parameter Code Values Unit Default Data 

direction 
Explanation 

Starting date V201 YYYY-MM-DD - - R/M Start date of last obs. 
period 

Starting time V202 hh:mm:ss.000 - - R/M Start time of last obs. 
period 

End date V203 YYYY-MM-DD - - R/M End date of last obs. 
period 

End time V204 hh:mm:ss.000 - - R/M End time of last obs. 
period 

Measuring mode V205 0...8 1) - 1 R/M Meas. mode of last 
obs. period 

Selected harm. V219 0...13 2) - 2 R/M Selected harmonic for 
percentage monitoring

1) Measuring mode 0=Not in use; 1=L1; 2=L2; 3=L3; 4=Worst phase; 5=L1-L2; 6=L2-L3; 7=L3-L1; 
8=Worst main 

2) Selected harmonic 0=THD; 1=2nd harmonic; 2=3rd harmonic; 3=4th harmonic;  
4=5th harmonic; 5=6th harmonic; 6=7th harmonic; 7=8th harmonic; 8=9th 
harmonic; 9=10th harmonic; 10=11th harmonic; 11=12th harmonic;  
12=13th harmonic 

 

3.3.4.7 B:Maxim. values 
Parameter Code Values Unit Default Data 

direction 
Explanation 

Maximum THD V206 0.0...120.0 % 0.0 R/M Max THD value in 
previous obs. period 

Max 2nd harm. V207 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 2nd harmonic in 
previous obs. period 

Max 3rd harm. V208 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 3rd harmonic in 
previous obs. period 

Max 4th harm. V209 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 4th harmonic in 
previous obs. period 

Max 5th harm. V210 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 5th harmonic in 
previous obs. period 

Max 6th harm. V211 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 6th harmonic in 
previous obs. period 

Max 7th harm. V212 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 7th harmonic in 
previous obs. period 

Max 8th harm. V213 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 8th harmonic in 
previous obs. period 

Max 9th harm. V214 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 9th harmonic in 
previous obs. period 

Max 10th harm. V215 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 10th harmonic in 
previous obs. period 

Max 11th harm. V216 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 11th harmonic in 
previous obs. period 

Max 12th harm. V217 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 12th harmonic in 
previous obs. period 

Max 13th harm. V218 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Max 13th harmonic in 
previous obs. period 
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3.3.4.8 B:Cumulat. prob. 
Parameter Code Values Unit Default Data 

direction 
Explanation 

X% val for THD V225 0.0...120.0 % 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
value for THD 

X% val for 2nd V226 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
value for 2nd harmonic 

X% val for 3rd V227 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
value for 3rd harmonic 

X% val for 4th V228 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
value for 4th harmonic 

X% val for 5th V229 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
value for 5th harmonic 

X% val for 6th V230 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
value for 6th harmonic 

X% val for 7th V231 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
value for 7th harmonic 

X% val for 8th V232 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
value for 8th harmonic 

X% val for 9th V233 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
value for 9th harmonic 

X% val for 10th V234 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
value for 10th harmonic

X% val for 11th V235 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
value for 11th harmonic

X% val for 12th V236 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
value for 12th harmonic

X% val for 13th V237 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Cum. prob. percentile 
value for 13th harmonic

 

3.3.4.9 B:Selected harm. 
Parameter Code Values Unit Default Data 

direction 
Explanation 

1% value V220 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 1% percentile value 

5% value V221 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 5% percentile value 

50% value V222 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 50% percentile value 

95% value V223 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 95% percentile value 

99% value V224 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M 99% percentile value 
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3.3.4.10 Last exceeding 
Parameter Code Values Unit Default Data 

direction 
Explanation 

Date V401 YYYY-MM-DD - - R/M Date for last exceeding 

Time V402 hh:mm:ss.000 - - R/M Time for last exceeding 

Fund. component V403 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Very short time value of 1st 
harmonic for last 
exceeding 

THD V404 0.0...120.0 % 0.0 R/M Very short time value of 
THD for last exceeding 

2nd harmonic V405 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Very short time value of 2nd

harmonic for last 
exceeding 

3rd harmonic V406 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Very short time value of 3rd 
harmonic for last 
exceeding 

4th harmonic V407 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Very short time value of 4th 
harmonic for last 
exceeding 

5th harmonic V408 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Very short time value of 5th 
harmonic for last 
exceeding 

6th harmonic V409 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Very short time value of 6th 
harmonic for last 
exceeding 

7th harmonic V410 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Very short time value of 7th 
harmonic for last 
exceeding 

8th harmonic V411 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Very short time value of 8th 
harmonic for last 
exceeding 

9th harmonic V412 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Very short time value of 9th 
harmonic for last 
exceeding 

10th harmonic V413 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Very short time value of 
10th harmonic for last 
exceeding 

11th harmonic V414 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Very short time value of 
11th harmonic for last 
exceeding 

12th harmonic V415 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Very short time value of 
12th harmonic for last 
exceeding 

13th harmonic V416 0.0...120.0 %Un 0.0 R/M Very short time value of 
13th harmonic for last 
exceeding 
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3.3.5 Events 
Code  Weighting 

coefficient 
Default 
mask 

Event reason Event state 

E0 1 1 PQVO3H:Harmonic limit Reset 

E1 2 1 PQVO3H:Harmonic limit Exceeded 

E2 4 1 PQVO3H:Cumulative limit Exceeded 

E3 8 1 PQVO3H:Obs. period near end On 

E4 16 1 PQVO3H:Obs. period ended On 
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4  Technical data 
Configuration data Task execution interval (Relay Configuration Tool):  

10 ms, at the rated frequency fn = 50 Hz 

 

Technical revision history 

Technical revision Change 

E - 
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